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The safety aspects of VVER reactors have been the subject of
recent studies by international teams of nuclear experts. There
have been recommendations made that the accident analyses
should be improved by using a systematic and comprehensive
approach. The current practice for VVER safety analysis is to
prepare the plant Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for initial plant
operation. However, the existing safety analysis is typically not
evaluated for reload cycles to confirm that all safety limits are
met. In addition, there is no systematic reanalysis or

; reevaluation of the safety analyses after there have been
changes made to the plant. This is in contrast to the

( Westinghouse process in which the SAR conclusions are
I revaiidated through evaluation and/or analysis each reload cycle,

' t as discussed in this paper.

The original safety analysis for a Westinghouse plant and first
. core is contained in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).
v Accidents that must be analyzed in order to license pressurized
£; water reactors (PWRs) in the U.S. are listed in Regulatory Guide
: 1.70, "Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports

for Nuclear Power Plants." The purpose of this Regulatory Guide
i is to indicate the information which should be provided in the
v FSAR and to establish a uniform format for presenting the
I): information. The document outlines what information should be
i.̂  included in the safety analyses of various systems such as the
;£ reactor core and fuel, as well as the nuclear and thermal
f I,1 hydraulic design of the core. For each accident which must be
0 analyzed, the Regulatory Guide specifies a systematic approach
1 ii as to what situations must be analyzed and how the accidents
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should be classified. An outline of regulatory review procedures,
including a definition of acceptance criteria for the fuel
system design, the nuclear design, the thermal and hydraulic
design, and each postulated accident is published in the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Standard Review Plan
(NUREG-0800).

During the design of a reload cycle for a nuclear power plant, the
number of fresh fuel assemblies and the U235 enrichment which
are necessary to meet the cycle energy requirements specified by
the utility are determined, A core loading pattern is developed for
the reload cycle which specifies the arrangement of the fresh
assemblies and previously irradiated assemblies within the core.
The reload core design must meet certain performance and safety
requirements established through the design bases for minimum
Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR), maximum allowable
fuel temperature, maximum allowable reactor coolant system
pressure, and the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). These design
bases are interpreted as the safety limits for the safety evaluation.

•• The goal of the reload safety evaluation is to confirm the validity of
; the existing safety analysis. The existing safety analysis is defined
| as the reference safety analysis in the FSAR and is intended to be

valid for all plant cycles. Thus safety analysis input parameter
values are selected to bound the values expected in all subsequent
cycles. This bounding analysis concept is the key to the

; Westinghouse reload safety analysis methodology. The key safety
: parameters form the basis for determining whether the reference
i safety analysis applies for a reload cycle following changes in fuel
I assemblies and configuration, and performance or setpoint changes
jf in the reactor plant systems. The basis of selection of a parameter
% as a key safety parameter for a given accident is that (i) the
- parameter could change as a result of core arrangement, and (ii) if
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it changes, it could affect the accident consequence. For each
reload cycle, values of the key safety parameters are determined
for the reload core during the nuclear, thermal and hydraulic, and
fuel rod design processes.

Each of these parameters is compared with the reference analysis
value to determine if any parameters are out of bounds. If all of
the parameters are within bounds, the reference analysis remains
valid and no new analysis is needed to verify that the safety limits
are still met. Should one or more of the key safety parameters be
out of bounds, a re-evaluation of any affected accident is
performed.

The re-evaluation may be of two types. If the parameters is only
slightly out of bounds, or the transient is relatively insensitive to
that parameter, a simple quantitative evaluation may be made
which conservatively evaluates the magnitude of the effect and
explains why the actual analysis of the event does not have to be
repeated. Alternatively, should the deviation be large and/or
expected to have a more significant or not easily quanitifiable
effect on the accident, a reanalysis of the accident is performed. If
the accident is reanalyzed, the analysis methods follow standard
procedures and typically employ analytical methods which have

:: been used previously. The reanalyzed accident must continue to
meet the appropriate safety limit for that event in order to be
considered to have acceptable results. Provided none of the
reevaluated events exceed safety limits, the verification of the

'; continued safety of the reactor is completed. A summary of the
•v safety evaluation is then prepared and any required Technical
f Specification changes are noted.
& ; • . *

0 The preceding discussion on the bounding safety evaluation '.
methodology is applied only to changes to key safety parameters
as a result of the movement of fuel assemblies. Accident
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reanalysis may also be necessary if any changes are made to the
reactor plant systems, either inconfiguration, performance, or
setpoints. Any such changes that have been made to the plant are
considered at the time of the reload evaluation. Safety reanalysis
performed as a result of plant or system changes may also be
performed independently of the reload evaluation.

In summary, the Westinghouse bounding reload safety evaluation
methodology consists of a systematic evaluation to determine
whether the reload parameters are bounded by the values used in
the reference safety analysis, and then a determination of the
effects on the reference safety analysis when a reload parameter is
not bounded to ensure that specified design bases are met. This
process has been used by Westinghouse to successfully license
numerous reload fuel cycles while providing significant benefits to
utilities by streamlining the licensing procedure. The process is
subsianti^'ly different from that used to license reloads in typical
VVER nuclear plants.
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